# CELEBRATE LITERACY WEEK
**JAN 25 – 29**
(In-School Celebration Activities)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/25</td>
<td>Teacher Duty Day: No School</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1/26 | “Reading Rocks! Wear Crazy Socks”  
Mystery SSYRA book on WDES News  
Media SA: Literacy Activity  
Whole School: Day 1 of Epic! Bingo |
| 1/27 | Mystery SSYRA book on WDES News  
Media SA: Literacy Activity  
Whole School: Day 2 of Epic! Bingo  
Book Quote Contest: Due to Media by 2:30 today |
| 1/28 | Mystery SSYRA book on WDES News  
Media SA: Literacy Activity  
Whole School: Day 3 of Epic! Bingo  
AND Vocabulary Hat Day |
| 1/29 | “Score with books! Wear your favorite Team Jersey”!  
Mystery SSYRA book on WDES News  
Media SA: Literacy Activity  
Whole School: Day 4 of EPIC! Bingo.  
Bookmark Contest Entry (1 per class) DUE  
BOTH winning Bingo boards and bookmark entries DUE to Media by 1 p.m. |

**READING IS FUN!**

**Vocabulary Hat Day:**
Design a hat to display your chosen vocabulary word.
1. Choose your favorite vocabulary word.
2. Design a hat to creatively show the meaning of the vocabulary word.

Your hat must have the following:
1. The selected vocabulary word.
2. The definition of the vocabulary word.
3. A creative way to show the meaning of the vocabulary word attached to the hat (a picture, small items, color...).
Mystery SSYRA Book:
A Primary and Intermediate SSYRA title clue will be announced on the news daily. The first two classes for Primary and the first two classes for Intermediate that emails the correct answer to Mrs. Donlevy will win a small prize.

Epic! Bingo:
Each class will be given a random EPIC! Bingo board. Two Bingo board numbers will be announced on the news daily. Classes will complete the Bingo board activities together and write the title of the book on the Bingo Board. Those classes that get BINGO (4 in a row) by the end of the week will win a small prize.

Book Quote Contest:
A Primary and Intermediate list of book quotes will be given to each class. Each class will try to list as many correct book titles as possible that match the quotes. The class in each grade level with the most correct answers will receive a prize.

Bookmark Contest:
Theme: “Reading is an Adventure”
Every student will be given a blank bookmark. Students will design a bookmark with the theme “Reading is an Adventure” by covering the bookmark with a scene from their favorite elementary appropriate book title.

The bookmark needs to be neat, creative, and colorful and must include the title of the book.

Each class will choose the class favorite to be entered into the contest.

The winning bookmark, one per grade level, will receive a laminated copy of the winning bookmark.